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Abstract. Long-duration, sub-seasonal dry spells in combi-
nation with high temperature extremes during summer have
led to extreme impacts on society and ecosystems in the past.
Such events are expected to become more frequent due to in-
creasing temperatures as a result of anthropogenic climate
change. However, there is little information on how long-
duration dry and hot spells are represented in global climate
models (GCMs). In this study, we evaluate 33 CMIP5 (cou-
pled model intercomparison project 5) GCMs in their repre-
sentation of long-duration dry spells and temperatures dur-
ing dry spells. We define a dry spell as a consecutive number
of days with a daily precipitation of less than 1 mm. CMIP5
models tend to underestimate the persistence of dry spells
in northern Europe, while a large variability exists between
model estimates in central and southern Europe, where mod-
els have contrasting biases. Throughout Europe, we also find
a large spread between models in their representation of tem-
perature extremes during dry spells. In central and southern
Europe this spread in temperature extremes between mod-
els is related to the representation of dry spells, where mod-
els that produce longer dry spells also produce higher tem-
peratures, and vice versa. Our results indicate that this vari-
ability in model estimates is due to model differences and
not internal variability. At latitudes between 50–60◦ N, the
differences in the representation of persistent dry spells are
strongly related to the representation of persistent anticy-
clonic systems, such as atmospheric blocking and subtropical
ridges. Furthermore, models simulating a higher frequency

of anticyclonic systems than ERA5 also simulate tempera-
tures in dry spells that are between 1.4, and 2.8 K warmer
than models with a lower frequency in these areas. Overall,
there is a large spread between CMIP5 models in their rep-
resentation of long-duration dry and hot events that is due to
errors in the representation of large-scale anticyclonic sys-
tems in certain parts of Europe. This information is impor-
tant to consider when interpreting the plausibility of future
projections from climate models and highlights the potential
value that improvements in the representation of anticyclonic
systems may have for the simulation of impactful hazards.

1 Introduction

The persistence of anticyclonic systems such as atmospheric
blocks and subtropical ridges can lead to the co-occurrence
of long-duration dry spells with extremely high tempera-
tures in Europe. Such events have resulted in severe impacts
across the continent. For example, the events of 2012 and
2018 led to extremely low crop yields (Kovačević et al.,
2013; Beillouin et al., 2020), which resulted in agricultural
insured losses of USD 2 billion in Serbia in 2012 (Zurovec
et al., 2015), while in 2018, financial support was required
by farmers from governments in Sweden (EUR 116 million),
Germany (EUR 340 million) and Poland (EUR 116 million)
(D’Agostino, 2018). Such events, characterised by the com-
bination of multiple drivers causing extreme impacts, are
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known as compound events (Zscheischler et al., 2018, 2020;
Bevacqua et al., 2021). Anthropogenic climate change is
expected to influence compound events (Seneviratne et al.,
2012, 2021; Zscheischler et al., 2018; Mukherjee and Mishra,
2021; Ridder et al., 2022), and so future planning for such
changes requires reliable climate models that can repre-
sent these hazards, their combinations and their underly-
ing drivers. Despite this importance, studies evaluating cli-
mate model representation of compound events are still rare
(Bevacqua et al., 2019; Zscheischler and Seneviratne, 2017;
Zscheischler et al., 2021; Villalobos-Herrera et al., 2021;
Ridder et al., 2021). In this article, we assess how well
general circulation models (GCMs) from CMIP5 (coupled
model intercomparison project 5) represent long-duration
dry and hot events, as well as the influence of blocking
on these events, over Europe during June, July and August
(JJA).

Subtropical ridges are poleward extensions of the subtrop-
ical high-pressure belt into the middle and high latitudes
(Sousa et al., 2021), while blocking anticyclones are large-
scale, quasi-stationary anticyclones that block or divert the
zonal westerly flow in the midlatitudes (Kautz et al., 2022).
Both can occur in the life cycle of an anticyclonic system,
and previous studies have highlighted their local influence
on the development of dry and hot conditions. The presence
of anticyclonic conditions suppresses rainfall (Santos et al.,
2009; Sousa et al., 2017) and increases the likelihood of dry
spells persisting (Röthlisberger and Martius, 2019). These
conditions are also conducive to the development of temper-
ature extremes in summer (Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004; Cas-
sou et al., 2005; Quesada et al., 2012; Stefanon et al., 2012;
Tomczyk and Bednorz, 2016; Sousa et al., 2018) through in-
creased incoming solar radiation (Pfahl and Wernli, 2012)
and adiabatic warming due to subsidence (Zschenderlein et
al., 2019; Nabizadeh et al., 2021), which cause temperatures
to rise throughout an event (Miralles et al., 2014; Folwell et
al., 2016). The presence of dry and hot conditions can sub-
sequently deplete soil moisture levels (Teuling et al., 2013;
Manning et al., 2018) and, in turn, amplify temperature ex-
tremes through land–atmosphere feedbacks (Seneviratne et
al., 2010). Altogether, the above leads to an increased prob-
ability of extremely high temperatures during a dry spell
(Manning et al., 2019).

CMIP5 models have been separately evaluated in terms
of their representation of blocking, duration of dry spells
and extreme temperatures. They generally struggle with the
representation of blocking and underestimate its frequency
(Scaife et al., 2010; Anstey et al., 2013; Masato et al., 2013;
Dunn-Sigouin and Son, 2013; Davini and D’Andrea, 2016,
2020; Schiemann et al., 2020). Similarly, CMIP5 models
tend to underestimate both the annual number of dry days
with precipitation below 1 mm (Polade et al., 2014) and the
maximum duration of dry spells over much of Europe (Sill-
mann et al., 2013; Lehtonen et al., 2014). High temperatures
are also underestimated over Europe, except in eastern ar-

eas (Sillmann et al., 2013; Cattiaux et al., 2013; Di Luca et
al., 2020). These biases are likely inherited by model errors
in the representation of blocking. For instance, Maraun et
al. (2021), who found an underestimation of dry spell lengths
over Austria in an ensemble of high-resolution models, show
that it is partly explained by an underestimation in the persis-
tence of the relevant synoptic weather types. Similarly, in an
analysis of a smaller climate model ensemble, Plavcová and
Kyselý (2016) showed that models simulating more persis-
tent anticyclonic conditions tend to have longer heat waves.

Despite model errors in the representation of blocking (or
anticyclonic systems), the linkage between heat waves and
blocking is well simulated by climate models, and blocking
remains an important driver of temperature extremes in fu-
ture climate simulations (Brunner et al., 2018; Schaller et
al., 2018; Chan et al., 2022; Jeong et al., 2022). The link-
age of such systems with dry spells, however, has not been
assessed in CMIP5. It is therefore important that we under-
stand how well this link is represented and whether or not
errors in blocking have any repercussions for the representa-
tion of dry spells. Such information may help to understand
the plausibility of future projections of long-duration dry and
hot events.

This study evaluates the ability of 33 GCMs from the
CMIP5 ensemble to represent long-duration dry and hot
events compared to observations. We assess the variability
between models in their representation of such events and
aim to understand possible reasons for the spread between
models. Such spread between models can arise from inter-
nal climate variability as well as differences in model for-
mulation that can influence their ability to represent cer-
tain processes. Within the analysis, we distinguish between
these two sources in order to highlight reasons behind the
spread. In particular, we are interested in understanding the
extent to which biases in the representation of large-scale an-
ticyclones can explain biases in the representation of long-
duration dry and hot events. For example, do models that
simulate a higher blocking frequency also simulate longer
and hotter dry spells?

2 Data

We employ daily maximum temperature and daily accumu-
lated precipitation from the EOBS dataset (Haylock et al.,
2008) version 16.0 between 1976 and 2005. We also obtain
geopotential height data at 500 hPa (Z500) from the ERA5
reanalysis dataset (Hersbach et al., 2020), also between 1976
and 2005. Daily maximum temperatures and daily precipi-
tation accumulations were obtained for 33 climate models
within the coupled model intercomparison project 5 (CMIP5)
for simulation years from 1976 to 2005. However, Z500
could only be sourced for 25 models on a daily timescale.
All data were regridded to a 2.5◦ by 2.5◦ lat–long grid us-
ing the remapcon operator from the Climate Data Operators
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code (Schulzweida, 2009). Each model has a varying num-
ber of initial condition ensemble members (between 1 and
10) used to investigate internal variability. See Table S1 in
the Supplement for model details.

3 Methods

3.1 Dry spells and extreme temperatures

The duration of a dry spell (DDS) is defined as the number
of consecutive days with precipitation below 1 mm. Only dry
spells longer than 5 d are considered. The dry day threshold
is consistent with previous studies and allows for comparison
between observations and climate models, which systemati-
cally overestimate the number of drizzle days (Orlowsky and
Seneviratne, 2012; Donat et al., 2013; Lehtonen et al., 2014;
Pfleiderer et al., 2019). To compare temperatures during dry
spells between models and with observations, we calculate
the mean of the maximum daily temperature during a dry
spell (TxDS).

To quantify the relationship between temperatures and dry
spells, we assess whether the odds (i.e. the probability of an
event divided by the probability of a non-event) of a hot day
are enhanced during a dry spell. Specifically, we calculate an
odds ratio (ORHD,n) as

ORHD,n =
PHD,n/(1−PHD,n)

0.05/(1− 0.05)
, (1)

where PHD,n is the probability of exceeding a hot day thresh-
old during a dry spell lasting longer than n days (we consider
dry spell durations ranging within n= 5–20 d). The hot day
threshold is defined as the 95th percentile of the distribution
of all daily temperatures during JJA for a given model and
location, and 0.05 is the climatological probability. Values
above 1 indicate that the odds of a hot day are increased dur-
ing a dry spell that exceeds a specified duration. We also as-
sess if the ORHD,n value at a given location can be achieved
by random chance. To do so, we shuffle annual blocks of the
precipitation series 1000 times to provide 1000 synthetic se-
ries of precipitation. By shuffling annual blocks, and not the
daily values, we conserve the serial correlation of daily pre-
cipitation and the seasonality of dry spells. For each synthetic
series, we calculate ORHD,n and estimate the upper bound of
the 95 % confidence interval, which is the 95th percentile of
the 1000 synthetic ORHD,n values. ORHD,n is deemed signif-
icant if it is greater than this upper bound.

3.2 Objective detection of anticyclonic systems

A large number of indices have been developed to detect
blocking, owing to the diverse range of synoptic patterns
that the term “blocking” refers to (Barriopedro et al., 2010;
Barnes et al., 2012; Woollings et al., 2018). Different al-
gorithms detect different physical characteristics of blocks

and can produce varying blocking climatologies (Pinheiro
et al., 2019). It is therefore important to consider the nature
of a given algorithm when interpreting results. We apply an
algorithm developed by Sousa et al. (2021), which builds
on a commonly used algorithm developed by Tibaldi and
Molteni (1990). Ideally, it is favourable to compare results
from multiple algorithms, and although this is beyond the
scope of this current work, we do compare results produced
by the Sousa et al. (2021) and Tibaldi and Molteni (1990) al-
gorithms to demonstrate any sensitivities to algorithm choice
(Sousa et al., 2021; Tibaldi and Molteni, 1990).

The Sousa et al. (2021) algorithm uses daily mean geopo-
tential heights at 500 hPa (Z500) and is designed to delineate
between structurally different anticyclonic features that have
in the past been considered under the same blocking term,
namely subtropical ridges, omega blocks and rex blocks. A
subtropical ridge is defined as a poleward extension of the
subtropical high, termed the subtropical belt, and generally
exhibits an open pressure contour. In contrast, an omega
block exhibits a closed contour but remains attached to the
subtropical belt, while a Rex block, which also has a closed
contour, is generally cut off from the subtropical belt and
separated by a cyclonic system in between. In a conceptual
model outlined by Sousa et al. (2021), the life cycle of an an-
ticyclonic system generally comprises a subtropical ridge at
the beginning and develops into an omega and/or rex block
in the mature phase of the system. The algorithm from Sousa
et al. (2021) builds on that first proposed by Tibaldi and
Molteni (1990), which detects blocking features, by adding
the detection of subtropical ridges as well as differentiating
between the above features. It therefore has the advantage in
that it captures a larger proportion of the life cycle of anti-
cyclonic systems than the original blocking algorithm would
capture alone. It is also relatively simple to apply and uses a
low number of parameters. While a detailed explanation of
the algorithm and its rationale is given in Sousa et al. (2021),
we provide an overview of the steps required below, which
included local detection of ridges and blocking as well as
spatial criteria.

3.2.1 Local detection of ridges and blocking

A ridge is identified as a poleward extension of the subtrop-
ical belt into middle and high latitudes. Its detection firstly
requires the identification of the subtropical belt, which is de-
fined each day separately as areas where the local Z500 value
is higher than [Z500]: the hemisphere-wide mean Z500, av-
eraged over the previous 15 d preceding each day. Next,
ridges within the subtropical belt are identified as areas with
latitudes greater than LATMIN, which is the minimum lati-
tude at which a subtropical ridge can occur on a given day.
To calculate LATMIN each day, the poleward edge of the sub-
tropical belt is found at all longitudes as the maximum lat-
itude at which a Z500 is greater than [Z500] at each longi-
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tudinal row. LATMIN is then the average of these maximum
latitudes.

Local and instantaneous blocking is identified using a 2D
version of the Tibaldi and Molteni (1990) method. The algo-
rithm identifies blocked grid cells as those with meridional
flow reversals using geopotential height (Z500) gradients
(GHG). Two gradients are calculated to the north (GHGN)
and south (GHGS) of a given grid cell at longitude λ, lati-
tude φ, on day d:

GHGN(λφd)=
Z500(λ,φ+1φ,d)−Z500(λ,φ,d)

1φ
, (2)

GHGS(λφd)=
Z500(λ,φ,d)−Z500(λ,φ−1φ,d)

1φ
, (3)

where 1φ = 15◦ is a typical latitudinal extension of
blocking. A block is identified at a given grid cell if
GHGN< 0 m/degree latitude and GHGS>0 m/degree lati-
tude. Typically, a threshold of GHGN<− 10 is used, but
due to recommendations from Tyrlis et al. (2021), this has
been relaxed. We have tested the sensitivity of results to this
choice and find it has little influence on the overall results
(not shown).

3.2.2 Application of spatial filter and area criteria

Further criteria are applied to remove unwanted features and
ensure the detected ridge or block is a large-scale, spatially
contiguous high-pressure system. After applying the local
criteria outlined above, a spatial filter is applied to remove
jet structures with strong winds that can surround ridges and
blocks, ensuring we only keep grid cells embedded within
the high-pressure system. The filter removes grid cells with
GHG>20 m/degree. GHG is a local measure of geostrophic
wind magnitude, where the wind magnitudes are inferred
from zonal and meridional Z500 gradients calculated using
centred differences of 1φ/2 width in longitude and latitude,
respectively. Next, all grid cells north of LATMIN that have
been identified as a ridge or block are grouped under the
same classification. For each day, only grid cells that are
grouped within spatially contiguous structures with at least
a 500 000 km2 areal extent are kept.

The application of the criterion LATMIN means that grid
cells below this latitude on a given day are excluded, and this
results in little or no detection of systems at latitudes below
40◦ N during summer. Hence, most locations in southern Eu-
rope including the Iberian Peninsula, Italy and the Balkans
have little to no occurrences of anticyclonic systems as de-
fined here. To ensure only physically meaningful results are
included, we exclude grid cells below 40◦ N from the anal-
ysis related to anticyclonic systems. Further criteria may be
applied to delineate between the different types of structures
(e.g. ridges, omega block, rex block). We do not apply such
criteria and prefer to classify all ridge and block systems un-
der the same term, anticyclonic systems (AS), as both can oc-
cur within the same event and also exhibit the same local in-

fluence on rainfall and temperatures. However, for complete-
ness, we also assess results produced when only the local
blocking criteria from the Tibaldi and Molteni (1990) method
(Eqs. 2 and 3) are considered (presented in the Supplement).
This will include all grid cells including those below 40◦ N
and provide an indication of the sensitivity of results to the
choice of criteria used to detect anticyclonic systems.

3.3 Quantifying influence of anticyclonic systems on
dry spell persistence

We quantify the relationship between the persistence of anti-
cyclonic systems (ASs) and of dry spells (DSs) following the
approach of Röthlisberger and Martius (2019), who studied
the influence of blocking on dry spells. The climatological
persistence of k type spells (i.e. AS spell or DS) at grid point
g can be quantified by calculating the climatological (daily)
survival probability (Psg,k) as

Psg,k = P
(
Spellg,k (t + 1)= 1|Spellg,k (t)= 1

)
, (4)

where t refers to a daily time step, k indicates either AS or
DS, and Spellg,k is a binary variable where 1 indicates a dry
day for dry spells and an anticyclonic day for when an anticy-
clonic system is present. To assess the effect of anticyclonic
systems on dry spell persistence, the survival probability of
dry spells when an anticyclonic system is present is calcu-
lated as

Psag,DS = P
(
Spellg,DS (t + 1)= 1|Spellg,AS (t)

= 1∩DAS (t)≥ 5) , (5)

where DAS(t) indicates the total duration of the anticyclonic
system that overlaps with this day. Psag,DS therefore repre-
sents the survival probability of a dry spell when it co-occurs
with an anticyclonic system whose total duration is at least
5 d. In the next step, the odds of a dry spell surviving when
an anticyclonic system is present, Psag,DS/(1−Psag,DS), are
compared with the climatological survival odds of dry spells
Psg,DS/(1−Psag,DS) by calculating an odds ratio (OR):

ORDS =
Psag,DS/(1−Psag,DS)

Psg,DS/(1−Psag,DS)
. (6)

The value of ORDS indicates how the odds of dry spell sur-
vival change when an AS spell is present at the same time.
For example, a value greater than one indicates that the AS
spell enhances the dry spell survival probability. This ap-
proach demonstrates the relationship between anticyclonic
conditions and the day-to-day persistence of dry spells.

3.4 Estimation of duration return levels

We estimate return levels (RLs) for the duration of dry spells
that have an estimated return period (RP) of 5 years. We
choose to look at RLs with a RP of 5 years so that we focus
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on dry spells that may be impactful but also frequent enough
to draw robust conclusions.

RLs are estimated using a parametric approach in which
we fit an exponential distribution to the duration of all dry
spells and anticyclones that exceed 5 d. The use of the expo-
nential distribution is common for modelling the probability
of dry spells (Serinaldi et al., 2009; Manning et al., 2019).
The RL (d) for a RP (T ) of n years is estimated as

d = F−1( 1−
µ

T
), (7)

where F−1 is the inverse of the fitted cumulative distribution
function (CDF) and µ is the exceedance rate, calculated as
µ= NE

NY
, where NE is the number of dry spells exceeding a

duration of 5 d and NY is the number of years.

3.5 Calculation of metrics and regional analysis

For a given metric, prior to computing the multi-model me-
dian, we calculate the ensemble mean for each model indi-
vidually. This ensures that each model has equal weighting
in the calculation of multi-model median metrics. The me-
dian is used instead of the mean for the CMIP5 ensemble
as this better represents of the centre of the multi-model en-
semble, as it is not influenced by an outlier model. We also
present regional results in order to summarise results across
the CMIP5 ensemble. For each model, metrics are averaged
across three IPCC European regions (northern Europe, cen-
tral Europe and southern Europe), as defined by Seneviratne
et al. (2012). The separation between the regions is shown by
dashed black lines in Fig. 1c.

4 Results

4.1 Representation of long-duration dry spells in
CMIP5 models

The return level (RL) for the duration of a dry spell with
an expected return period of 5 years across Europe is pre-
sented for EOBS (Fig. 1a) and the multi-model median of
the 33 CMIP5 models (Fig. 1b). The spatial distribution of
RLs based on EOBS (Fig. 1a) is in line with documented dif-
ferences in synoptic variability across Europe. That is, per-
sistent anticyclonic conditions in the south favour longer dry
spells than over northern Europe, where shorter durations are
in line with a higher synoptic variability between cyclonic
and anticyclonic conditions (Ulbrich et al., 2012). The persis-
tent anticyclonic conditions in the south arise from the sub-
tropical high sitting over southern Europe in summer (Sousa
et al., 2021) and can lead to dry spells lasting the entire sum-
mer.

The spatial variability of RLs in southern and northern
Europe is well captured by the CMIP5 multi-model median
(Fig. 1b). However, the mean relative difference between

EOBS and CMIP5 (Fig. 1c) indicates that CMIP5-based 5-
year RLs can be shorter than those from EOBS (blue grid
cells) by 30 %–50 % across a large area of Europe including
Scandinavia, western central Europe and the Iberian Penin-
sula. It is particularly the case in Scandinavia, where more
than 90 % of models show shorter 5-year RLs than EOBS, as
indicated by the stippling. In contrast, CMIP5-based 5-year
RLs in the southeastern part of the domain are higher than
those from EOBS. Boxplots in Fig. 1d show the variability
between models of the 5-year RLs averaged across each of
the IPCC regions. The boxplots reflect the results in Fig. 1c,
particularly in northern Europe, where CMIP5 models tend
to produce shorter 5-year RLs. The results in central and
southern Europe vary more across the models as they tend
to simulate both lower and higher RLs. The spread across the
CMIP5 ensemble is also quite high, with differences between
models and EOBS ranging from 20 % shorter to 60 % longer.
The interquartile range is higher in central and southern Eu-
rope than in northern Europe, while the overall variability is
highest in southern Europe.

The differences between EOBS- and CMIP5-based RLs
can arise from internal variability within climate realisations
and from differences between model formulations. To under-
stand the sources of these differences, we compare the re-
gional means of the 5-year RLs for all ensemble members
of each model. Figure 2 shows that the typical spread be-
tween members within each model ensemble is smaller than
the spread across all CMIP5 models (top row). This indicates
that the spread across the CMIP5 ensemble (Fig. 1d) is very
likely due to differences in model formulations and not in-
ternal variability. This result and the spread between models
(Fig. 1d) points to errors of models in the CMIP5 ensemble
in capturing the climatology of long-duration dry spells. It
can therefore be expected that, for many models, future pro-
jections of dry spells and associated variables such as tem-
perature and soil moisture are also not fully realistic.

4.2 Representation of temperature during dry spells

The mean of the maximum temperatures during dry spells
exceeding 5 d (TxDS) for EOBS and the CMIP5 multi-model
median is presented in Fig. 3. The spatial pattern of tem-
perature seen in EOBS is generally reproduced by CMIP5
though, as also shown in Cattiaux et al. (2013), underestima-
tions of TxDS are seen across most of Europe (Fig. 3c, d). The
majority of models show an underestimation in TxDS in both
northern and southern Europe, though the models in cen-
tral Europe have contrasting biases in this region (Fig. 3d),
while central Europe also has the largest model spread in
TxDS. The largest differences between the multi-model me-
dian and EOBS are generally found in coastal areas. This
may be a result of the regridding process as sea temperatures
may be included for the models. Hence, biases in these areas
may not be as meaningful as those further inland. To test if
the coastal differences are likely to influence the spread seen
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Figure 1. Duration return levels (RLs) of dry spells for a 5-year return period for (a) EOBS and (b) the median of the CMIP5 multi-model
ensemble. (c) Percentage difference between CMIP5 multi-model median and EOBS (stippling indicates where 90 % of CMIP5 models are
below or above EOBS). (d) Model spread in the relative difference averaged across all grid cells in Europe, northern Europe, central Europe
and southern Europe (dashed lines in (c) indicate the three European IPCC regions).

in the ensemble, we calculate the inter-model standard de-
viation at each grid cell (Fig. A1). The standard deviations
at coastal grid cells are not higher than the nearby grid cells
on land. In fact, the highest standard deviations are found
further inland away from the coast. As model variability is
not higher around the coast, it is therefore unlikely that the
spread between models (Fig. 3d) is due to this coastal effect.

We also assess whether the differences between models
are more likely due to internal variability or from system-
atic differences in model formulations. In Fig. 4, we com-
pare the regional means of TxDS for all ensemble members
of each model. Similarly to dry spell durations, we also see
that the spread in the differences between members within
each model ensemble is quite low and much less than the
spread across the CMIP5 ensemble (top row). This indicates

that the spread across the CMIP5 ensemble is largely due to
inherent model differences and not internal variability.

4.3 Relationship between temperature extremes and
dry spells

In the EOBS dataset there is an increased probability of tem-
perature exceeding its 95th percentile during dry spells that
last longer than 5 d (Fig. 5a). Stippling, which is present
across a large area of Europe, indicates that we are 95 % con-
fident that the results cannot be achieved via random chance
at those locations. The highest ratios in EOBS are seen in
northwestern Europe, where ratios >2 indicate that the odds
of temperature exceeding the 95th percentile are more than
doubled during a dry spell that is longer than 5 d compared to
the odds when considering all days. Across the rest of north-
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Figure 2. Relative difference in duration RLs (model – EOBS) calculated for all members of each model ensemble in three regions: (a) north-
ern Europe, (b) central Europe and (c) southern Europe. First row provides the ensemble mean of each model (grey lines) and the multi-model
ensemble median (black dot), while each subsequent row provides the relative difference for each ensemble member of models 1–33 and the
number of members (n) in each model ensemble.

ern, central and southeastern Europe, ratios generally vary
between 1.25 and 2. In parts of southern Europe the ratios
vary around 1, and there is a lack of stippling. This is a con-
sequence of the high number of dry days there during sum-
mer as dry spells can last entire summers (Fig. 1). Hence, the
potential for coupling between dry spells and temperatures
in southern Europe is less, and the closer the total number of
dry days is to the total number of summer days, the closer the
odds ratio will be to 1. The spatial variability in the odds ra-
tio thus reflects differences in the degree of coupling between
dry spells and temperature, which is likely due to differences
in drivers of dry spells and temperature extremes across Eu-
rope. In more northern parts with higher synoptic variabil-
ity, dry spells and temperature extremes are both driven by,
and linked to, the synoptic variability of anticyclonic sys-
tems (Röthlisberger and Martius, 2019). In southern Europe,

where the subtropical high persists for large parts of summer,
dry conditions are the norm throughout such that dry spells
and temperature extremes vary independently there. Hence,
the odds ratio results should be interpreted with caution, re-
quiring careful consideration of the number of dry days at a
given location.

The spatial variability of the odds ratio is well captured by
the CMIP5 multi-model median (Fig. 5b), though over- and
under-estimations are evident in parts of France and north-
ern Europe. Figure 5c–e shows the spread between models
and the sensitivity of the estimated ratio to the duration of
dry spell. The ratio is calculated for dry spells exceeding 1 to
20 d and then averaged across the three regions. For EOBS
in central and northern Europe, the ratio increases with in-
creasing duration up to 10 d and levels off at around 2, al-
though there is likely to be some spatial variation in the ratio
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Figure 3. Mean maximum temperatures during dry spells longer than 5 d (TxDS) in (a) EOBS and (b) the CMIP5 multi-model median.
(c) Multi-model median difference between CMIP5 models and EOBS (stippling indicates where 90 % of CMIP5 models are below or above
EOBS). (d) The variability in the percentage difference across all models averaged across all grid cells in Europe, northern Europe, central
Europe and southern Europe. The separation between the three European regions is shown by the dashed lines in (c).

as shown in Fig. 5a. In southern Europe, the ratio remains
close to 1 and increases slightly after 10 d. The CMIP5 multi-
model median ratio shows a similar pattern to EOBS in that
it increases with increasing dry spell duration and is gener-
ally quite comparable in magnitude. However, the CMIP5
ensemble shows considerable spread in the estimated odds
ratio, particularly in central and southern Europe. The spread
is largest for the longest durations, which is likely a sampling
issue as the number of dry spells decreases with the increas-
ing duration threshold.

The relevance of differences in the odds ratio between
models is difficult to interpret. An under- or over-estimation
can indicate that temperature extremes coincide with long
dry spells less or more often than in observations, respec-
tively, both of which may have different implications for im-

pacts. However, this interpretation is complicated by the fact
that the odds ratio is influenced by the number of dry days at
a given location. Hence, models with a higher number of dry
days are more likely to have a smaller ratio and vice versa.
Overall, the results give an indication that the models gen-
erally capture the observed relationship between dry spells
and temperature, as they compare well spatially (Fig. 5a, b)
and capture the increased probability of extreme tempera-
tures during longer dry spells (Fig. 5c–e).

4.4 Relationship between temperature and dry spell
duration biases

In this section we assess the relationship between dry spell
duration and temperature biases and compare models in
terms of their joint ranking in their representation of these
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Figure 4. Difference in TxDS (model – EOBS) calculated for all members of each model ensemble in three regions: (a) northern Europe,
(b) central Europe and (c) southern Europe. The first row provides the ensemble mean of each model (grey lines) and the multi-model
ensemble median (black dot), while each subsequent row provides the differences for each ensemble member of models 1–33 and the
number of members (n) in each model ensemble. Models are sorted by number of members in descending order.

two components. To do so, we calculate the inter-model
Spearman correlation coefficient between RLDS, the 5-year
RLs for the duration of dry spells, and TxDS, the average of
the maximum temperature (Fig. 6). A positive inter-model
correlation is found between RLDS and TxDS over a large
area of central and southern Europe (Fig. 6a), while there
is generally little correlation between them in northern Eu-
rope. Positive correlations indicate that models that simu-
late longer dry spells tend to produce higher extreme tem-
peratures. This is particularly the case over central European
countries such as France and Germany, where correlations
vary between 0.5 and 0.9.

The points in the scatter plots shown in Fig. 6b–d provide
the areal mean RLDS and TxDS values over the three Euro-
pean regions (the grey dot in each panel represents the EOBS

values to illustrate how models differ from EOBS). The fig-
ure gives an overview of the relationship between the dif-
ferences in the representation of long-duration dry and hot
events. A large spread exists between the models, particu-
larly in central and southern Europe where the positive rela-
tionship is seen between RLDS and TxDS. The climatology of
events in CMIP5 models ranges from shorter, cooler events to
longer, hotter events, particularly in central Europe where the
variability in RLDS is much higher than that seen in the rest
of Europe. From an impact perspective, models with longer,
hotter dry spells indicate a higher compound event risk, or
at least the expected impacts from a simulated climate with
shorter, cooler events may be much different to those in a
simulated climate with longer, hotter events. In the next sec-
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Figure 5. Comparison of the relationship between dry spells and temperature quantified as the odds ratio (ORHD,n) (see Sect. 3.1) in
(a) EOBS and (b) the CMIP5 multi-model median. Stippling indicates that there is a less than 5 % probability that the odds ratio can be
achieved by random chance. Only dry spells longer than 5 d are included. Sensitivity of the odds ratio to the duration of dry spells averaged
across (c) northern Europe, (d) central Europe and (e) southern Europe for EOBS (blue line) and the CMIP5 multi-model median (solid black
line). The grey area represents the model spread in the ratio.

tion, we investigate the extent to which the representation of
large-scale anticyclonic systems can explain this spread.

4.5 Anticyclonic systems: frequency and influence on
dry spells

The frequency of anticyclonic systems (AS) across Europe,
according to the Sousa et al. (2021) algorithm, is presented
for ERA5 (Fig. 7a) and for the multi-model median of the
25 CMIP5 models (Fig. 7b) for which daily Z500 data were
available. The analysis is only shown for grid cells north of
40◦ N as the algorithm filters out AS occurring at lower lat-
itudes within the subtropical high (see methods Sect. 3.2),
which can persist over southern Europe throughout summer
resulting in very long dry spells (Fig. 1). The spatial distri-
bution of AS frequency in ERA5 (Fig. 7a) is in line with
that already shown in Sousa et al. (2021), though differences
are present, likely due to the different time period consid-
ered here. A high frequency is found just north of 40◦ N,
which is largely due to the frequent presence of subtropical
ridges there (Sousa et al., 2021). Frequencies decrease with
increasing latitude in the north where the highest frequen-
cies are found over Scandinavia. The CMIP5 multi-model
median captures this spatial variability (not shown) though

differences exist in the absolute frequencies (Fig. 7b). In line
with previous studies (e.g. Antsey et al., 2013; Masato et al.,
2013; Dunn-Sigouin and Son, 2013; Davini et al., 2021), the
multi-model median underestimates AS frequency derived
from ERA5 across northern Europe, as well as in western
Europe. In contrast, the multi-model median shows similar
or higher frequencies across eastern Europe. The spread be-
tween models is discussed later alongside the spread in dry
spell durations.

The presence of anticyclonic conditions increases the like-
lihood of a dry spell persisting. The odds ratios (ORDS) pre-
sented in Fig. 7c, d show whether a dry spell is more likely
to persist for another day when it co-occurs with an anticy-
clonic system lasting at least 5 d. The survival probability
of dry spells in EOBS is increased at most locations across
the domain (where ORDS > 1), and everywhere in central
and northern Europe, when co-occurring with an anticyclonic
system, though there are spatial variations. The lowest values
are found over parts of central Europe close to the Mediter-
ranean near alpine areas, while the largest values (>3) are
found across northern Europe. This spatial variability indi-
cates that dry spell persistence in northern Europe is more
reliant on synoptic conditions than in central Europe, where
other factors such as moisture availability, convective sys-
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Figure 6. Relationship between RLDS, the 5-year RLs for the duration of dry spells, and TxDS, the average of the maximum temperature
during dry spells longer than 5 d. (a) Inter-model Spearman correlation coefficient. Panels (b), (c) and (d) show the inter-model relationship
between RLDS vs. TxDS averaged across (b) northern Europe, (c) central Europe and (d) southern Europe for each CMIP5 model. The
Spearman correlation coefficient calculated from the 33 models is provided in the bottom left corner of each panel. The three IPCC regions
(Seneviratne et al., 2012) are indicated by the black dashed lines in (a).

tems and topography may play a role. The spatial variation
in the CMIP5 multi-model median (Fig. 7b) is similar to that
in EOBS, though the magnitude of the relationship is under-
estimated over large parts of Europe, particularly in parts of
Scandinavia and central Europe.

Given the link between AS and dry spells seen in observa-
tions and in the models, we now assess the variability of AS
frequency in CMIP5 models and whether this can explain
the variability seen in the duration of dry spells with a 5-year
RL (RLDS), as well as that in the average of maximum tem-
peratures seen during dry spells longer than 5 d (TxDS). The
inter-model Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is cal-
culated between AS frequency and RLDS (Fig. 8a), as well
as between AS frequency and TxDS (Fig. 8b). High positive
correlations (>0.6) are seen across much of northern Europe
between 50–60◦ N. These areas generally coincide with the
areas that have a high odds ratio (Fig. 7b). Similarly, positive

though weaker correlations of 0.4 are found between AS fre-
quency and TxDS at these latitudes. These relationships, and
the variability of AS frequency between models, are further
illustrated using scatter plots (Fig. 8c–h). For all models, we
compute the areal mean of each metric within three regions
highlighted by black boxes in Fig. 8a: UK & Ireland (UK&I),
central Europe and eastern Europe. The scatter plots reflect
the correlations in Fig. 8a and also show that models underes-
timating AS frequency compared to ERA5 (grey dot) also un-
derestimate the 5-year RL of dry spell durations from EOBS
(Fig. 8c–e) and vice versa. Furthermore, the scatter plots in-
dicate the presence of a non-linear relationship between AS
frequency and TxDS over each region, particularly the UK
and Ireland and central Europe. In these regions, models with
blocking frequencies higher than ERA5 have a higher TxDS.
For instance, the average TxDS for models with a higher AS
frequency than ERA5 (points to the right of the vertical line
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Figure 7. The frequency of anticyclonic systems (ASs) according to the algorithm from Sousa et al. (2021) in (a) ERA5 and (b) the difference
between ERA5 and the CMIP5 multi-model median. Odds ratios (ORDS) for dry spells when co-occurring with an anticyclonic system lasting
at least 5 d in (c) EOBS and (d) CMIP5. Grey areas indicate the masked grid cells below 40◦ N marked by the dashed black line.

in Fig. 8f–h) is 1.4, 1.8 and 2.8 K warmer than models with a
lower AS frequency over UK&I, central Europe and eastern
Europe, respectively.

The results demonstrate the strong constraint that the rep-
resentation of anticyclonic conditions has for the persistence
of long-duration dry spells and to a lesser extent for the mag-
nitude of temperatures within them between latitudes 50–
60◦ N. Hence, in these areas, models with systematic biases
in AS frequency will also misrepresent the persistence of dry
spells and contribute to biases in temperature. Outside 50–
60◦ N, little or no correlation is found. It is unclear why low
correlations are found in other parts of Europe, particularly
Scandinavia. It is possible that non-local effects of anticy-
clonic systems may play a role, in that high AS frequen-
cies in one location may lead to wetter conditions in areas
surrounding the system, while other sources of biases may
play a larger role such land–atmosphere interactions. It is
also possible that a different algorithm may yield different re-
sults. For example, we have repeated the same analysis using
blocking criteria only from the Tibaldi and Molteni (1990)

method (see Eqs. 2 and 3), presented in Fig. A2. Results
are generally similar to those above, though we do see pos-
itive correlations between blocking frequency with both dry
spell duration and temperature over larger areas of France
and southern Europe, although the correlations are weaker
than those seen in more northern areas. However, we also
see reduced correlations with temperature over eastern parts
of Europe and over the UK and Ireland. The results highlight
that care may be needed when choosing an algorithm for the
detection of anticyclonic systems. The optimum choice may
depend on the region of interest. Lastly, we note that the re-
sults shown in Fig. 8 are insensitive to reasonable changes in
a number of parameters of the AS algorithm that were tested
(GHGN, GHGS, LATMIN and AS duration).

5 Discussion

This paper evaluates the representation of long-duration dry
and hot events over Europe in the CMIP5 ensemble. The aim
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Figure 8. Relationship between frequency of anticyclonic systems (ASs), that last for at least 5 d, with 5-year RLs of dry spell durations
(RLDS) and with the average maximum temperature from dry spells longer than 5 d (TxDS). Inter-model Spearman’s rank correlation coef-
ficients between (a) AS frequency and RLDS and (b) AS frequency and TxDS. The scatter plots show inter-model relationships between AS
frequency and RLDS averaged over (c) UK & Ireland, (d) central Europe, and (e) eastern Europe, as well as AS frequency and TxDS averaged
over (f) UK & Ireland, (g) central Europe, and (h) eastern Europe. Each point represents a model, while the grey dot in each panel represents
the metrics obtained from EOBS (RLDS, TxDS) and ERA5 (AS frequency). The three regions used to demonstrate these relationships are
indicated by the black boxes in (a). Grey areas indicate the masked grid cells below 40◦ N marked by the dashed black line.
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of the paper was to demonstrate the variability between mod-
els in their representation of such events and to understand
possible reasons for this spread between models. In partic-
ular, we are interested in understanding the extent to which
biases in the representation of large-scale anticyclones can
explain biases in these events.

The duration of dry spells is calculated as the consecutive
number of days with precipitation less than 1 mm. Our find-
ings are consistent with previous analyses of CMIP5 (e.g.
Polade et al., 2014; Sillman et al., 2013; Lehtonen et al.,
2014). In northern Europe, CMIP5 models tend to underesti-
mate the 5-year return level for the duration of a dry spell,
while there are contrasting differences between models in
central and southern Europe where some models underesti-
mate and others overestimate the 5-year return level. These
model differences are found to be due to inherent differences
in model formulations and not internal variability, as the typi-
cal spread across ensemble members of a single model is sub-
stantially smaller than the overall spread across the CMIP5
ensemble. Similarly, we assessed models in their representa-
tion of temperatures during dry spells. Specifically, we cal-
culated the mean of the maximum temperatures from all dry
spells longer than 5 d and found that temperature extremes
are underestimated in northern and southern Europe, while
contrasting differences are seen in central Europe. There is
also a large spread between models throughout Europe, and
our results indicate that this spread arises from differences
in model formulations rather than internal variability. We ac-
knowledge that many models have few members within their
ensemble (Table A1), and so the CMIP5 ensemble is not the
best tool to separate contributions to the spread from inter-
nal variability and model differences. Single-model initial-
condition large ensembles (SMILES) may offer a better alter-
native to explore this question (Maher et al., 2021; Bevacqua
et al., 2022), though it is still important to assess this within
multi-model ensembles such as CMIP5.

The relationship between the above biases in dry spell
durations and temperatures was assessed by calculating the
inter-model Pearson correlation coefficient between the 5-
year return level in dry spell durations and the mean of the
maximum temperatures from dry spells longer than 5 d. This
revealed a strong positive relationship in central Europe and
a positive but weaker correlation in southern Europe, mean-
ing that models that simulate longer dry spells also simulate
higher temperatures, and vice versa. The reasoning for this
relationship is likely related to land–atmosphere interactions,
which have an important influence on both temperature and
precipitation in this region (Seneviratne et al., 2010). Climate
models have difficulty in accurately simulating soil moisture
as well as the partitioning between latent and sensible heat
fluxes at the land surface, which can contribute to precipi-
tation and temperature biases (Dong et al., 2022). However,
the direction of causality of biases is not straightforward, and
biases arising from atmospheric drivers may amplify those
driven by soil moisture. For instance, long dry spells could

deplete soil moisture, which may in turn increase temper-
atures (Mueller and Seneviratne, 2014; Berg et al., 2015;
Lin et al., 2017). Similarly, warmer models may deplete soil
moisture more, leading to reduced moisture recycling, less
precipitation and longer dry spells (Vogel et al., 2018).

The representation of persistent anticyclonic conditions
may also modulate both the representation of the duration
and temperature of dry spells. We have assessed the influ-
ence that biases in anticyclonic systems (ASs) have on the
representation of the duration of dry spells and temperatures
within them. To do so, we applied an algorithm from Sousa
et al. (2021) to identify AS. This algorithm detects a range
of anticyclonic features, including atmospheric blocking and
subtropical ridges. With this we have assessed the represen-
tation of AS frequency as well as their influence on dry spell
persistence in observations and models. In line with previ-
ous papers that have assessed blocking frequency (Antsey et
al., 2013; Masato et al., 2013; Dunn-Sigouin and Son, 2013;
Davini and D’Andrea, 2016, 2020; Schiemann et al., 2020),
AS frequency is underestimated in much of northern Europe
by the majority of models, though there are a few that sim-
ulate higher frequencies. Despite this, models generally rep-
resent the link between AS and dry spells that is seen in ob-
servations. Specifically, we demonstrate in observations and
models that the odds of a dry spell lasting another day is al-
most 4 times higher in much of northern Europe when it co-
occurs with an AS, as has previously been shown in Röth-
lisberger and Martius (2019) for observations. This result is
similar to Brunner et al. (2018), who demonstrate that the
link between blocking and extreme temperatures is realisti-
cally represented in a climate model despite its underestima-
tion in blocking.

Following this, we computed the inter-model Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient between AS frequency and the
5-year return level in dry spell durations and found high pos-
itive correlations at latitudes between 50–60◦ N. Hence, a
model that underestimates AS frequency will also underes-
timate the persistence of dry spells at these latitudes, and
vice versa. Positive correlations are also found in these ar-
eas between AS frequency and the average maximum tem-
peratures during dry spells, TxDS. The latter correlations are
much weaker, though there is evidence to suggest a non-
linear relationship exists between a model’s simulation of
AS frequency and TxDS. For example, the average TxDS for
models with a higher AS frequency than ERA5 is between
1.4 and 2.8 K warmer than models with a lower AS frequency
in these areas. South of 50◦ N, we see little correlation with
AS frequency. This is likely due to criteria used in the Sousa
et al. (2021) algorithm. For instance, we also assess a simpler
algorithm (Tibaldi and Molteni, 1990) that identifies block-
ing anticyclones only (Fig. A2), rather than the combination
of subtropical ridges and blocking features (Fig. 8). From this
algorithm, we see strong positive correlations over France
and weakly positive correlations in southern Europe, likely
a result of the low frequency of blocking there (not shown)
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compared to the long dry spells that can persist for the en-
tire season due to the subtropical high. Both algorithms pro-
duce similar results, though with some regional differences.
Hence, care should be taken when choosing an appropriate
algorithm, and the choice may depend on the region of study.
Finally, we note that we have only assessed the summer sea-
son in this analysis, and so different results may be found
for other seasons. This may particularly be the case in winter
and spring in southern Europe when synoptic variability is
higher than in summer due the subtropical high sitting fur-
ther to the south (Sousa et al., 2021). For example, blocking
played a large role during spring 2004 in the development of
a major drought over the Iberian peninsula (García-Herrera
et al., 2007).

6 Conclusions

The results reveal a large spread in the representation of long-
duration dry and hot events within the CMIP5 ensemble. This
is largely due to differences in the representation of persis-
tent large-scale anticyclonic systems at latitudes between 50–
60◦ N. In central parts of Europe, it is possible that biases in
dry spell durations lead to temperature biases, or vice versa,
likely through land–atmosphere interactions. Given that bi-
ases in these events arise through errors in the large-scale
circulation and in the representation of the land surface, a
performance-based constraint on model selection (e.g. Mc-
Sweeney et al., 2015; Vogel et al., 2018; Brunner et al., 2020)
or a process-based analysis of plausible future extremes is
likely required (e.g. Fischer et al., 2021) when assessing the
current and future risk posed by long-duration dry and hot
events, particularly as blocking is shown to remain important
for heat waves in both present and future climates (Brunner
et al., 2018; Schaller et al., 2018; Chan et al., 2022, Jeong
et al., 2022). This multivariate perspective is also important
for impact modelling studies (Zscheischler and Seneviratne,
2017), which require bias adjustment procedures to create
more usable input data. These methods have their limitations
(Doblas-Reyes et al., 2021) and are not designed to correct
for large-scale errors (Maraun et al., 2017). Ideally, studies
employing methods such as those that simply correct dry
day frequencies (e.g. Hempel et al., 2013; Samaniego et al.,
2018) should also consider a model’s performance in the rel-
evant atmospheric processes. Otherwise, unintended conse-
quences may arise, such as increasing biases in the modelled
impact (Zscheischler et al., 2019) or breaking the relationship
between drivers such as the large-scale circulation and the
hazard of interest (Addor et al., 2016; Maraun et al., 2021).

In summary, we have shown that climate model biases in
the frequency of anticyclonic systems have repercussions for
the representation of dry spells and temperatures within dry
spells during summer. The relationships between biases im-
ply that improvements in the representation of anticyclonic
systems can be expected to lead to improvements in the rep-

resentation of dry spells and temperatures. Improvements in
blocking have already been reported in the CMIP6 ensemble
(Schiemann et al., 2020), and it would therefore be interest-
ing to test if the expected improvements in dry spells and
temperature can also be seen.

Appendix A: Additional tables and figures

Figure A1. Inter-model standard deviation in TxDS, the average of
the maximum temperature during dry spells longer than 5 d.
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Figure A2. Relationship between frequency of blocking anticyclones, that last for at least 5 d, with 5-year RLs of dry spell durations (RLDS)
and with the average maximum temperature from dry spells longer than 5 d (TxDS). Inter-model Pearson correlation coefficients between
(a) blocking frequency and RLDS and (b) blocking frequency and TxDS. Scatter plots show inter-model relationships between AS frequency
and RLDS averaged over (c) UK & Ireland, (d) central Europe, and (e) eastern Europe, as well as blocking frequency and TxDS averaged
over (f) UK & Ireland, (g) central Europe, and (h) eastern Europe. Each point represents a model, while the grey dot in each panel represents
the metrics obtained from EOBS (RLDS, TxDS) and ERA5 (AS frequency). The three regions used to demonstrate these relationships are
indicated by the black boxes in (a).
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Table A1. CMIP5 models used in the analysis. The model IDs correspond to those in Figs. 2 and 6. Models are arranged in descending order
of ensemble size (N ). A “Y” in the Z500 column indicates that daily output for 500 hPa geopotential heights was available for the specified
model.

ID Institute Model N Z500 ID Institute Model N Z500

1 CCCma CanCM4 10 18 NCC NorESM1-M 3 Y
2 CNRM-CERFACS CNRM-CM5 10 Y 19 CSIRO-BOM ACCESS1-0 2 Y
3 CSIRO-QCCCE CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 10 20 LASG-CESS FGOALS-g2 2 Y
4 MOHC HadCM3 10 Y 21 MPI-M MPI-ESM-P 2 Y
5 ICHEC EC-EARTH 8 Y 22 BNU BNU-ESM 1 Y
6 IPSL IPSL-CM5A-LR 6 Y 23 CMCC CMCC-CESM 1 Y
7 CCCma CanESM2 5 Y 24 CMCC CMCC-CM 1 Y
8 MOHC HadGEM2-ES 4 Y 25 CMCC CMCC-CMS 1 Y
9 NOAA-GFDL GFDL-CM3 4 Y 26 INM inmcm4 1
10 BCC bcc-csm1-1 3 Y 27 IPSL IPSL-CM5B-LR 1 Y
11 BCC bcc-csm1-1-m 3 Y 28 NASA-GISS GISS-E2-H 1
12 CSIRO-BOM ACCESS1-3 3 Y 29 NASA-GISS GISS-E2-R 1
13 IPSL IPSL-CM5A-MR 3 Y 30 NOAA-GFDL GFDL-ESM2G 1 Y
14 MOHC HadGEM2-CC 3 Y 31 NOAA-GFDL GFDL-ESM2M 1
15 MPI-M MPI-ESM-LR 3 Y 32 NSF-DOE-NCAR CESM1-BGC 1
16 MPI-M MPI-ESM-MR 3 Y 33 NSF-DOE-NCAR CESM1-CAM5 1
17 NCAR CCSM4 3 Y
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